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The greatest period in medieval Byzantine history is the
double century spanned by the reigns of the Macedonian
dynasty. It may justly be called the Macedonian period, for
the unity thus implied was a real, though curious, phenome-
non. During the whole period members of the Macedo-
nian house occupied the imperial throne. Few of the direct
heirs played a leading part in the military and administrative
triumphs of the Empire; apart from the two Basils the heroic
figures are for the most part usurping generals, such as
Nicephorus Phocas or John Tzimisces, whose imperial titles
were gained by murder or threats, or by politic marriages
into the royal house. Yet the need for such marriage alliances
proves clearly the strength of the dynastic sentiment which
swayed the population at this time. Loyalty to the families of
Constantine and Heraclius had been witnessed in the fourth
and seventh centuries; but so deep-seated a feeling as that
evoked by the Macedonians was a new development in
Byzantium. Strangest of all was its final demonstration,
when two elderly princesses, Zoe and Theodora, last scions
of the Macedonian house, were carried to power on the
crest of that astonishing tumult which Psellus has so vividly
described. Palace intrigues, assassinations, and conspiracies
were rife throughout this violent and romantic period; but
they did not break that fundamental loyalty to the house of
Macedon, which, reinforced by the majesty of ceremonial
and the semi-divine character of the Emperor—treason had
now become a veritable act of impiety—formed the back-
ground of the Byzantine achievement.
The beginnings of that achievement were slow. Byzan-
tium, centre of stability amid the swirling currents of three
continents, had preserved her heritage and guarded her
difficult frontiers only by superior skill in the manipulation
of her limited military resources.1 For over a century she
had been fully occupied in holding her own, and the forward
movement was now made possible only by the weakness
of the surrounding nations. In the West the Carolingian
Empire was in process of dissolution. Byzantine relations
1 The total strength of the Byzantine army in the ninth century has been
estimated at 120,000.

